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LEGAL DISCLAIMER

It is required that you read this legal disclaimer section carefully. If you have any doubts, 
get advice from legal, financial, taxation, or other competent law practitioners. All of the 

information provided here is not intended to be complete, and it should never be 
construed as a part of different contractual arrangements.

It is our firm conviction that the information provided in this white paper is accurate and up 
to date and that all products, services, technical architecture, token distribution, and 

company timelines are accurate and up to date. Furthermore, all of these materials may 
have changed without notice, and they can never be considered a signatory agreement 

of advice.

No Advice:
This white paper does not obligate anybody to sign a contract or make a legally 

enforceable commitment to contribute. This white paper also does not constitute any 
form or part of any opinion that can be construed as advice, or that can be used to sell 
or solicit any offer by Trillions to purchase our token, nor shall it be construed as a part 
of any effect that can be used in the formation of a contract or an investment decision.

Compliance with tax obligations:
Users of the Website are entirely responsible for determining what, if any, taxes, if any, 

apply to their transactions. The Website's owners or authors are not responsible for 
determining which taxes apply to transactions.

Limitation of liability:
GBR COIN shall not be held liable for any loss or harm resulting from the use of this 
website's material, including written material, links to third-party sites, data, quotations, 
charts, and buy/sell signals. Please be fully informed about the dangers and expenses 
of trading assets on the financial markets (digital or otherwise). ICOs, in particular, is 

one of the riskiest investing options. There's a chance you'll lose your whole investment.

Investment risks:
Trading cryptocurrencies have a high level of risk and is not suited for all investors. You 

should carefully evaluate your investing goals, level of expertise, and risk appetite 
before opting to trade cryptocurrencies, tokens, or any other digital asset.



What is GBR COIN? 
GBR COIN is a decentralized all-in-one ecosystem on Binance Blockchain which is one of 

the fastest-growing and safest Blockchain protocols. Our team developed the 
community-driven project. It’s our aim to take cryptocurrency to new heights. We aim to 
be a platform that will provide all facilities under a single platform. GBR COIN will be a 

whole ecosystem that will provide features like Staking, NFT Marketplace, and 
Metaverse. GBR COIN will develop its own unique NFT marketplace and will connect 

the decentralized community. People will now be able to own exclusive rights on NFT's.

GBR has Following Key Features:
What is GBR COIN?

GBR COIN has been built with one purpose to build the best-decentralized technology 
available and make an equal impact on Community at the same time by implementing it 
in their ecosystem. We are revolutionizing the decentralized protocol with a community- 
driven ecosystem. We are more than just a token, we are the future of decentralization 

and swapping in an open-source environment, on modular frameworks, that is 
censorship- resistant. GBR COIN is built to balance all aspects of its protocol and 
achieve justifiable long-term growth with deliberately developed tokenomics. GBR 

COIN is launching virtual land and gaming-based ecosystem in near future.
Staking will allow users to earn yield in a form of GBR COIN tokens. We are revolutionizing 

the market with a more open, accessible, and fair global financial system with 
decentralized-powered crypto. Unlike, other conventional platforms, Our wallet allows 

tracking and sending/Recieving to generate more value to user's crypto-assets.

VISION
BE THE OFFICIAL TOKEN OF THE METAVERSE IN REAL ESTATE.

We use blockchain technology to provide user-friendly, efficient, and secure crypto solutions.

The Future is Coming. The Metaverse is changing the way we think and act. Meme tokens of 
the past offered very little value. GBR COIN’s goal is to change the way we use the 
internet. Anything now is possible. The world is within your reach. Imagine a whole 

ecosystem running on one Meme token. No need for dozens of other Meme tokens. 
That is where GBR COIN comes in. We will be your gateway into the future, a world 

that is all around you. Our ecosystem is vast and ever-growing.

We aim to have millions of users in the years to come, using GBR COIN to transact in their 
daily life. Your one-stop ticket to the Metaverse. A gateway that takes you to the 

unknown, where the only limits are limits you impose on yourself.



VISION
GBR COIN is a decentralized finance platform built on a blockchain with a mission to 

create a community-driven ecosystem that empowered the holders to better their 
financial condition.

Our mission is to:

Provide every Holder with simple and effective ways to gain exposure to digital assets.
Lower the barrier for entry to a more advanced financial ecosystem.

Operate as a community-focused and community-driven digital asset, fully decentralized in 
every sense of the word.

Decrease volatility and increase positive price pressure in digital asset staking.
Our mission is to pave the growth of crypto adoption - this happens when the users feel 

confident to explore the blockchain space.
Provide an opportunity to everyone to invest in the virtual world without any discrimination.

STAKING
Staking is a great way to maximize your holdings in staking coins that would otherwise be 

sitting in your GBR COIN account. Once you have staked your assets you can earn 
staking rewards on top of your staking and grow them further by compounding those 

future rewards. This provides dual benefits of securing the blockchain network as 
well as creating an opportunity for users to get incentives or dividends on their 

staking.

As an incentive to acquire and keep onto staking assets, you can receive incentives by 
staking cryptocurrencies for a period of time. Simply choose the asset you want to 

stake to earn staking rewards, and after it has done bonding, it will be ready to start 
staking and receiving rewards.

Our staking platform will help the community increase the number of GBR COIN that users 
hold. More importantly, every time you stake, you will participate in the charity 

donation.

STAKING

You will be able to stake your tokens and print your own GBR COIN Crypto at the end of 
staking periods. You will be in charge of your own private keys. The longer you stake 

the more you can print. It is like having your own personal printing press.

You will be able to stake for different periods of time. The longer you stake your position, 
the more coins you will be able to print yourself. Currently, with the Federal Reserve 
holding interest rates near zero, you can't earn anything that resembles a return on 
your own money. Inflation currently at 8%, makes you lose huge amounts of money 

on your fiat. With GBR COIN, that will change.

You will be able to earn high rates of return, by printing your own tokens. Stake for a year, 
two, or more, and at the end of the staking periods, you print your own rewards. Your 
rewards will depend on what others are doing, so, therefore, can be substantial. Stay 

tuned for more details about our Staking Rewards program.



Using only Random Forest Algorithm  

Seasonality impacts and exact normalities in financial information have been very much 
archived in the monetary financial matters writing for more than seventy years. This 
methodology proposes a specialist framework that utilizations novel AI strategies to 

foresee the value return over these occasional occasions, and afterward utilizes these 
expectations to foster a beneficial exchanging technique.  

In this methodology the creators present a mechanized exchanging framework dependent 
on execution weighted groups of irregular backwoods that improves the benefit and 

soundness of exchanging irregularity occasions.  

An investigation of different relapse procedures is proceeded just as an investigation of the 
benefits of different strategies for master weighting. The outcomes show that recency-
weighted troupes of arbitrary timberlands to create prevalent outcomes as far as both 

productivity and expectation exactness contrasted and other outfit strategies.  

Figure 1 shows the diagrammatic representation of the system that was implemented.  

Figure 1 : Diagrammatic representation of the layered workings a fully automated expert 
trading system  

B. UsingRandomForestandProbitRegression[4]  

In Forex there are numerous money sets and many exchanging individuals and each pair 
is not the same as the other, and every individual thinks in his own specific manner. 

Tracking down the best exchanging methodology is actually a mind boggling  

Algorithmic Trading Bot 



distraction. Their methodology was to present an expectation and choice model that produces 
beneficial intraweek venture procedure. The proposed methodology permits improving 

exchanging results intraweek high-recurrence exchanging. Such outcomes are 
promising for research on sequential mix of numerous calculations to Forex portfolio the 

executives.  

It is presumed that algorithmic exchanging dependent on blend of arrangement and Probit 
relapse can be powerful in improving the forecast exactness. This blend assists with 

recognizing the fun occasions to purchase or to sell money sets.  

Figure 2 shows the performance evaluation result of Random Forest plotted into a graph of 
real and predicted values. 

Figure 3 shows performance evaluation of Probit Regression used in this paper.  

Figure 2 : Predicted values versus real values (predicted values in red, real values in black); for Random Forest regression using: 500 tree and 8 variables tried for each split. 

Figure 3 : Predicted values versus real values (predicted values in red, real values in black); for Probit regression. 



C. UsingGeneticAlgorithmslikeDeepMLPNeuralNetwork 

In this examination, we propose a stock exchanging framework  

dependent on advanced specialized investigation boundaries for making purchase sell 
focuses utilizing hereditary calculations. The model is created using Apache Spark 
huge information stage. Each Dow stock is prepared independently utilizing day by 

day close  

costs between 1996-2016 and tried between 2007-2016. The outcomes demonstrate that 
improving the specialized pointer boundaries upgrades the stock exchanging 

execution as well as gives a model that may be utilized as a choice to Buy and Hold  
and other standard specialized examination models. 

At that point, we utilized those streamlined component esteems as purchase sell 
trigger focuses for our profound neural organization informational index. We utilized 
Dow 30 stocks to approve our model. The outcomes show that such an exchanging 

framework produces practically identical or better outcomes when contrasted and Buy 
and Hold and other exchanging frameworks for a wide scope of stocks in any event, 

for generally longer  

periods.

Figure 4 shows the implemented system for the Genetic 

Algorithm as per the research paper. Proposed Method (Genetic Algorithm and MLP) 

D. Using only Support vector Machine Regression (SVR) [6]  

This examination shows that utilizing a fixed training set on every day costs, it is feasible to 
acquire more modest forecast blunders in the test set than in the preparation set when 

utilizing a direct piece. Specifically, SVR acquired second rate prescient outcomes 
comparative with an arbitrary walk model for practically all stocks concentrated in 

regularly updated costs, utilizing fixed preparing, paying little heed to the embraced 
portion work. Steady model refreshing was additionally advantageous in the authorized 
value recurrence, and SVR models with direct and spiral bits accomplished preferable 

outcomes over the arbitrary walk model when this procedure was utilized. To 
accentuate the strength of the forecasts as time goes on, we prepared a 2-years up-to-
the-minutes costs period for the chose Brazilian stocks, affirming better outcomes with 

a continually refreshed model.  



Sovereign system 

A decentralized global currency 
complete with an efficient 
infrastructure

SECURITY 

It has inherent 
security which 
is essential to 
maintaining 
the integrity of 
a ledger

  

F A S T 
T R A N S A C T I O N 

It has a higher speed 
transaction rate than  
other projects which  
makes it fast and more 
unique than others.

L O W 
T R A N S A C T I O N F E E S 

GBR runs on  
Binance which 
 has low  
transaction fees

C O M P L E T E U N I Q U E N E S S

GBR COIN is a 
decentralized token with a 
Community focus.

D E C E N T R A L I Z A T I O N

Data is replicated in a 
distributed network of 
nodes, thus eliminating 
several present risks 
when data is stored 
centrally. There is no 
single point of failure in 
the case of G B R  



GBR COIN NFT

GBR COIN is also going to launch its own NFT platform where users can sign up and claim 
their own GBR COIN NFT characters by the artist. Our NFTs' basic characteristics 

provide them a distinct value and categorically distinguish
them from other forms of assets. These characteristics include verifiable uniqueness and 

indivisibility. Because the underlying code is transparent, the scarcity and ownership 
of any

given token can be determined without the use of a trusted middleman.

Easily Transferable:
The transfers of NFTs are centered on their uniqueness and indivisibility, thus the tokens are 

sold and purchased on a unique market.
Trustworthy:

NFTs are based on blockchain technologies. Consequently, you will be confident that your 
NFT is right, as counterfeiting a decentralized and permanent record is difficult.

Maintain Ownership Rights:
This is a network of open platforms, with no buyer having the ability to modify the data later.

How GBR ecosystem is transforming the NFT

Transparency, authentication, ownership, provenance, copyright, and forgery have all been 
issues in the NFT industry for a long time. Moreover, the industry has historically been 
restricted to the elite who can manage to invest millions of dollars on a single piece of 
art On the other hand, is unquestionably intended to be enjoyed by everyone, and it 

can transcend all social and economic barriers.

Fortunately, with our designed ecosystem, the obstacles outlined above are nearly resolved. 
And, as of today, the industry has created and effectively deployed amazing and 

sophisticated pieces of art. We are ready for transformation in the way NFT is 
purchased, marketed, sponsored, loved, and even made.

We will eventually be adding an NFT platform to the GBR COIN website, where artists will 
be able to upload their NFT’s to the blockchain and be able to compete against one 

another to have their art and brand promoted through the GBR COIN channels.

Imagine being able to buy GBR COIN NFT’s, which are limited edition, which you can trade 
and sell just like other popular limited NFT’s like CryptoPunks or Bored Apes? Well, 

that possibility will become reality in 2022. We are working on the coolest, most 
unique NFT’s possible.

All will be limited edition. NFT’s are all the rage. Many are going for Millions of Dollars. 
Beeple sold one for

$80 Million plus. CryptoPunks sell for more than $100,000 each. GBR COIN, the leader of 
the Meme MetaVerse, will be selling the best NFT’s on the marketplace. You will be 

able to buy them right from our website IF you are a GBR COIN token holder. This is a 
unique opportunity for our community only, and can give you the early advantage 

before prices soar.



You will be able to trade them, swap them, and keep them for your collection. We will also be 
working on ways to incorporate your NFT in select games we are working on. Imagine 
have your GBR COIN being the hero of a story? Imagine your GBR COIN saving the 

day? It will all be possible in our game world.

2022 looks to be a promising year for GBR COIN in our MetaWorld! 

Virtual Real Estate

GBR COIN is working on an application that will allow everyone to claim their own Property 
Address on the internet for free. You will be able to print a certificate for it and trade it 
for others if you wish. You will also be able to buy other properties and resell those as 

well.

Virtual land prices are soaring. Many are going for Millions of Dollars. GBR COIN will allow 
people to buy an island, the Empire State Building, Statue of Liberty, etc. in our GBR 

COIN World. You will be the only registered holder of that land in our MetaWorld. Trade 
it, Buy More, Trade-up, the possibilities are endless.

It is like the first explorers to the New World. They got their lands cheap. The possibilities of 
being first in our MetaWorld are endless. All proceeds from initial sales will go towards 

staking rewards and coin burns. This is truly a win-win for the GBR COIN World!

Ecosystem

There is an absolute feeling of liberty in the virtual world that is generated as people break 
free from the real environment: there is no pressure, gravity, or any physical obstacles 

that obstruct people's advancement. The virtual world does not enable the physical and 
natural worlds to exist in isolation, but instead fuses them together to "insert digital bits 

into physical atoms," resulting in a revolutionary way for humans to move and interact in 
the future! Users would be able to obtain virtual land through our ecosystem, and we 

will be able to draw a virtual universe that is the same scale as the actual world and fits 
any point on the globe. Our ecosystem consist of 3 major stakeholders

1-Buyer 2-Seller 3-Renter
Sellers get money in the form of increase in value of their virtual asset and land rent. 

 GBR COIN Virtual Land

GBR COIN is a vital component of The MetaVerse platform, and we're aiming to build 
fundamental dynamics that will make it inextricably linked to the platform's value. It is an 

Binance-based BEP-20 token that serves as the foundation for making new 
transactions. It may be used for the following purposes:

Obtain access to the GBR COIN platform by going to GBR COIN, which players use to play 
games, purchase equipment, and personalize their Avatar characters. Creators use it to 
buy ASSETS, LANDS, and stakes. LAND sales drive demand for GBR COIN to acquire 
LANDS. Artists gain Gems to define Rarity and Scarcity and spend GBR COIN to post 

ASSETS to the Marketplace.



GBR COIN is a governance token that uses a DAO framework to allow holders to participate 
in platform governance decisions. They may vote on important issues like Foundation 

grant attributions to content and game developers and feature prioritization on the 
platform Roadmap. Owners of GBR COIN can vote for themselves or assign voting 

privileges to other players. 

 GBR COIN Virtual Land
VR land and property ownership is an emerging market, the initial reaction from investors and 

the VR community has been highly positive and has generated tens of millions of 
dollars in its early days. To predict what the future landscape may look like, we can look 

to the Second Life model to gauge what might happen. Brands will again utilize the 
opportunity of a whole new world in which to promote their products but on a far 

grander and more immersive scale.

Beyond those who will buy virtual land as a commodity in order to sell it at a higher price, 
many will develop the property and open digital stores – from boutiques to malls – like 

those that featured in Second Life. Other virtual property owners will host popular 
activities that generate a lot of footfall and may begin to lease their building space for 

real-life brand adverts. So just as the world’s biggest brands inject their logos and 
marketing messages into the consciousnesses of the public at mass gatherings, such 
as music concerts, sports matches, and city centers, the same will occur at VR events.

VR property owners discover this new way to interact with the world. Virtual Reality already is 
and will continue to have, an impact on the global economy. More and more people will 
find their daily jobs in VR and will never work in the real world again. Think of it a bit like 
the way mobile phones leapfrogged landlines in Africa and India – there was never any 
need to install landlines. The same could happen with young people searching for a job. 

They will work in VR, managing stores, concerts, events, etc., and will leapfrog ‘real 
world’ jobs altogether. Early investors in digital worlds where the amount of available 

land is a finite will, therefore, need to think very carefully about the locations of the plots 
they reserve – and may make many of the same considerations that a landowner or 

property developer would in real life.



BENEFITS OF VIRTUAL Real Estate

Through the use of tokens, the Owners will be able to get the following benefits from the 
ecosystem

TRUE DIGITAL OWNERSHIP:

True and perpetual owners of digital items with blockchain, every virtual item can be 
tokenized, allowing them to decide how they want to trade, sell, or gift their items.

       SECURITY AND IMMUTABILITY:
Virtual items can be easily tokenized and traded in primary and secondary markets that are 

managed and facilitated by blockchain technology. Items based on scarcity and 
demand usually invite fraud and theft, but these risks are minimized on blockchain 

because it is a distributed ledger.

TRADING:
Our platforms can provide users with ultimate control over their virtual assets. They can buy 

and sell items freely without concern that they will be ripped off or that a platform will 
close and cancel all the value of their items.

Our System:
We created a system where owners will be able to craft, share, and trade without central 

control, enjoying secure copyright ownership with the ability to earn tokens.

BENEFITS OF VIRTUAL Real Estate

Life in the virtual world has a myriad of advantages which we cannot possess in our literal 
lives. You can construct an entire society, culture, city with the cooperation of others.

Anything is possible

You can be a Unicorn, you can fly like SuperMan, you can be enormous and break things like 
Hulk. There are no physical rules that you must obey

You can try extreme experiences without consequences:
You can fly off a skyscraper, die and respawn. You can undo or redo the things that give a 

soothing calmness or bring an unpleasant feeling.

You can customize it to make you happy
Real life is boring, full of problems. VR can be programmed so that you have lot of friends, 

you always do interesting stuff, etc..



VIRTUAL TOUR

Additional perks include infinite respawns, starting over again and again, and even a visit to 
the past and the future!

Virtual Games 
It is a Game-based community token developed mainly to create a safe haven for Game 

lovers. Our main goal is to provide people with a safe and trustworthy place where 
they can use their crypto for rewards, staking & buying, or selling of NFT. As a gaming 

community developed token, we focus on the needs of our game lover community 
members.

GBR COIN is an upcoming next-level gaming platform, aimed at bringing cryptocurrency 
and smart contract-based protocols to the mainstream. The platform is used for 

transactions on the platform, allowing for unparalleled flexibility and speed in Gaming. 
It works on the most advanced blockchain system for smart contracts, allowing for 

cheap transaction fees and Fast Transaction.

We offer Gaming with no human or corporate entity in the intermediary. The system is 
secure, and the software and transactions have been shown to be fair and reliable. 

It's easy to conclude why BIT NFT Gaming is the future of the gaming business when 
you consider how easy to earn money by participating in GBR COIN games or by 

selling or trading NFT.

GBR COIN is an Open Gaming ecosystem. it has the following features:
Adventure in the virtual world, meet in-game characters or other players. Complete quests, 

clear levels by fulfilling requirements playing different games. Game issue and 
extending

NFT Rights Management & NFT Marketplace
Digital Assets Rights Management & Digital Assets Exchange Player Community Interaction 

& Player Database
Yield Farming allows players or token investors to compound their profits

Virtual Goods market

It’s estimated that, the overall value of the Global Social Gaming market by 2021, is to 
reach US$30.4BN. Virtual goods, advertisements, and lead generation offers are the 
main revenue generation sources of the global social gaming market. Among these, 

the virtual goods segment is likely to expand the fastest at a compound annual growth 
rate of 15.20% over the forecast period.



Why you should invest in GBR COIN?

GBR COIN facilitates the transaction and brings them closer to a wider audience. An added 
benefit of GBR COIN use is that it’s completely decentralized, so trading can be done 

freely across borders. The use of technology will facilitate a financial revolution that will 
leave everyone more financially connected, empowered, and enabled. GBR COIN has 

no border so these can be used no matter where you are located globally. This also has 
a huge effect on international payment fees. Traditionally international transfers have 
much higher fees than domestic transfers and payments. International payments and 

transfers with crypto are the same as domestic.

GBR COIN transactions have no intermediary institutions or government involvement, the 
costs of transacting are kept very low. Additionally, any transfer happens very quickly, 
eliminating the inconvenience of typical authorization and waiting period requirements.

GBR COIN enjoys high liquidity as they are traded. The importance of high liquidity includes 
fair asset prices, market stability, technical analysis accuracy, and quicker transactions.

GBR COIN is a Blockchain-compliant token means that it supports functions that Binance 
tokens support.

 Why you should invest in GBR COIN?

With GBR COIN, each time exchange of tokens is recorded on the blockchain, an audit trail is 
present to trace where they came token from. This can not only help improve security 

and prevent fraud in exchange-related businesses, but it can also help verify the 
authenticity of the traded assets.

 
The fees associated with GBR COIN transactions are far less than those associated with 

debit, credit cards as well as wire transfers, and BACS payments. GBR COIN is a 
secure and private cryptocurrency that keeps the investor's assets anonymous without 

compromising security.

GBR COIN is far more secure than other record-keeping systems because each new 
transaction is encrypted and linked to the previous transaction. GBR COIN is formed by 

a complicated string of mathematical numbers and is impossible to be altered. This 
immutable and incorruptible nature of the GBR COIN makes it safe from falsified 

information and hacks once formed.

Ease of use is the reason why GBR COIN has more value. All you need is a smart device and 
an internet connection. Investors can easily earn rewards by staking the token.

GBR COIN is a safe and secure platform that is audited by Techrate and our technical team is 
continuously improving the security of the system to ensure the safety of platform.



Name:  GBR COIN

Symbol: GBR

Type: BEP-20

Blockchain: Binance

Circulating Supply
60,000,000 GBR

TOKENOMICS


